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From the President 
Viv Muller June 2013 

I’m sure we were all relieved to see the end of the 2013 bushfire season.  I know that some of you 

have been badly affected, and I hope that the recovery phase is progressing well.   

Threatened Plants Tasmania volunteers did undertake several trips during the early part of 2013 

though, with some excellent results. In the north, orchid surveys at the Gunn’s property Surrey Hills 

produced some great results and we collaborated with Cradle Coast NRM on that trip. A particular 

favourite of several of us is the monitoring weekend at the TLC-owned Vale of Belvoir which as usual 

was both very enjoyable and productive.  

Other trips included a fantastic day on Mt Wellington where we welcomed a number of new 

volunteers. On that trip we significantly extended the known population of Prasophyllum amoenum. 

We also helped out with the first survey for many years of the natural population of Eucalyptus 

morrisbyi near Lauderdale. Unfortunately that was a very sobering experience.  

To cap off our 2012-13 field season we had our election of office-bearers and two productive survey 

days at Coles Bay in late February. But those of you who have volunteered for the Botanical Gardens 

orchid propagation project will be busy for some time to come!  We are still expecting to be able to 

offer a field botany course this year, so do keep an eye out for that notification.  As I write, your 

committee is currently gearing up for our May field trip planning meeting, and a review of our 

monitoring program. 

As always, it is you, the volunteers, who make all this productive activity possible. Recently I gave a 

presentation to the Wildcare board about TPT, and they particularly commented on our 

professionalism. You have all been part of that, so well done everyone, and thank you! 

2013/2014 Committee 

Viv Muller  President mulrum@gmail.com 

Phil Collier Vice-president phil@rubicon.org.au 

Robin Garnett Secretary robin@rubicon.org.au 

Alison van den Berg Treasurer vandenberg.alison@gmail.com  

Geoff Curry Committee Geoff.Curry@visy.com.au 

Margaret Davies Committee Margaret.Davies@environment.tas.gov.au 

Chris Obst Committee tassiechris@gmail.com 

Michael Swanton  Committee michael.swanton.tas@gmail.com 

Gudrun Wells Committee gudrun.wells@gmail.com 

Richard White Committee richardwhite67@gmail.com 
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TPT in the lab 

Orchid propagation project at the Royal Tasmanian Botanical Gardens 
Magali Wright 

This project is being run by Nigel 

Swarts (RTBG) and Magali Wright (NRM 

South) with the generous assistance of 

James Wood of the Tasmanian Seed 

Conservation Centre. A total of ten 

volunteers from both TPT and the 

Friends of the RTBG are operating on a 

roster to assist in the lab work and 

hopefully later on in the nursery.   

 

 

 

 

 

At this stage we are attempting to 

germinate a number of threatened 

orchid species on different mycorrhizal 

fungi. This requires hours of work 

maintaining the fungal cultures, as well 

as seeding the orchids, with added 

fungus, on plates of a sterile growth 

medium. Orchid plants resulting from 

this project will used to establish ex situ 

collections to protect against extinction 

and some will be reintroduced into 

native habitat where appropriate for 

their conservation. We have now 

observed the seed swelling, producing 

their first rhizoids and some going on to 

germinate. But so far only a few green 

shoots! Watch this space…and keep 

your fingers crossed!  

  

Figure 1 The first seedling with a green shoot – Prasophyllum 
incorrectum grown with its mycorrhizal fungus. 

Figure 2 Nigel Swarts examining fungal plates with a dissecting 
microscope in the Tasmanian Seed Conservation Centre (RTBG) 
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TPT in the field 

Eucalyptus morrisbyi assessment at Calvert’s Hill, 19 and 20 January  
Viv Muller 

This count and tree health assessment for the main remnant natural population of the endangered 

Eucalyptus morrisbyi was carried out under the supervision of Inger Visby from UTAS and Magali 

Wright from NRM South. There were actually several days of surveying, but TPT volunteers were 

officially involved in only two of those, and we had an excellent turn-out. 

 

Population estimate of Prasophyllum crebriflorum at Hatfield Plain, 24 

January  
Robin Garnett, from a report by Phil Collier  

Five TPT volunteers had the help of 

James Dick from Gunns Ltd and eight 

staff from Cradle Coast NRM estimated 

the population of crowded leek orchid, 

Prasophyllum crebriflorum, on Hatfield 

Plain. The Plain, an open grassland on 

Gunns’ Surrey Hills Estate, had been 

burnt in the spring of 2011 and was 

expected to have good number of 

flowering plants in the 2012-13 

flowering season.  

Volunteers first systematically counted 

flowering plants in a rectangular area, 

christened ’the cricket pitch’ that had 

been counted the previous year.  

 

Figure 4  Discussing the method Figure 3  Surveying the sad state of the Eucalyptus 
morrisbyi population 

Figure 5  Hatfield Plain 
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Then, in groups of three, volunteers surveyed 60 randomly 

selected 5m x 5m plots, distributed across a 300m by 500m 

section of the Plain, which was 1% of the 6000 possible plots.  

We counted 32 Prasophyllum crebriflorum in the cricket pitch 

quadrat, an increase from on the 27 counted in 2012. The 

wider survey revealed that the plants were unevenly 

distributed across the Plain, with greater numbers in the 

centre and south. Based on counts in the 60 plots, we are 

90% confident that the total population is 3200 ± 1874 

plants. The large error in our estimate is because a few plots 

contained a large number of plants, and many contained 

none. In less technical language, the population of 

Prasophyllum crebriflorum plants at Hatfield Plain is likely to 

be at least 2500 plants, almost double on our “guestimate” in 

2012. With an unknown proportion of the Prasophyllum 

crebriflorum population being undetectable because of 

dormancy, grazing or infertile leaves, the actual population 

could vastly exceed that estimated here. 

Surrey Hills: monitoring of Prasophyllum crebriflorum, 25 January 
Phil Collier 

James Dick and staff at Gunns Ridgley office burnt Westwing Plain in June 2012 in response to the 

TPT report that showed a continued decline in leaf emergence and flowering since the previous 

burn. The burn-off was fairly patchy, but we needed to visit the site to re-find all the plant tags, 

which we did in early December 2012, with help from several staff from Cradle Coast NRM. We also 

recorded whether our tagged plants had been in the burn and whether leaves had emerged at that 

stage. In late January 2013, we visited the site again to do our customary monitoring of flowering 

plants. The results in January 2013 show a continuing decline in the rate of leaf emergence and 

flowering. This is not the answer we wanted or expected! 

Very fortunately our December 2012 data was available to tell a much richer story. In December 

nearly 40% of the orchid leaves had emerged, which is the best result we have recorded, but not this 

early in the season. By January, only 7% of the leaves remained in burnt sites, while 18% of leaves 

remained in unburnt sites. This statistically significant difference developed during the 6 week gap 

between the two visits. James Dick had seen wallabies at Westwing Plain, and we know that grazing 

has a greater effect on plants in the open from past experiments, so we can confidently suggest 

grazing as the cause. Apart from this problem, a little more detective work revealed that the plants 

that emerged in the burnt area were more robust than those in the unburnt areas, as determined 

from measuring the leaf widths in December. This is a highly significant statistical result. So the by-

line on our story is that robust plants had emerged in the burnt areas, and, from past experience, we 

know that robust plants are the more likely to flower, if only they hadn’t been eaten. 

Figure 6  Prasophyllum crebriflorum, the 
crowded leek orchid Photo Phil Collier 
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We could go further than the discussion above, 

by suggesting that the grazing did not start after 

we visited the site in December 2012, it 

probably started when the leaves began to 

emerge. So it is likely that there were many 

more leaves that emerged in the burnt sites 

than we actually saw. It would be interesting to 

adjust our monitoring schedule after the next 

burn to see if this prediction is correct. What 

can we do about the grazing pressure? Possibly 

the best recommendation is to burn larger 

rather than smaller areas when the opportunity 

arises, as this may reduce the grazing pressure.  

Vale of Belvoir: orchid monitoring, 26 January 
Phil Collier 

We started to monitor a rich patch of leek orchids in January 2012 that we now informally call 

Prasophyllum “Vale of Belvoir”. In 2013, we settled into the annual pattern of re-visiting tags, where 

we look for the same plant seen previously and note down key demographic features, like the width 

and length of the leaf, and aspects of the flower spike, if present. Amongst TPT’s various orchid 

monitoring projects, this one is likely to be distinctive because the site would be difficult, if not 

impossible, to burn. So the plants presumably sustain themselves in the long term without the 

disturbance that is a feature of many native orchid habitats. If this is correct, we would expect the 

number of emerged plants and 

flowering plants to reach a stable 

proportion of those that we are 

monitoring within a few years of 

observations. 2013 is just the first 

repeat visit, and our initial indication is 

that 70% of previously known (tagged) 

plants emerge and 36% of these plants 

also produce a flower spike. 14% (4 out 

of 29) of the flowering plants had 

grazed flower stems, another statistic 

that may settle into a pattern over 

time. These initial percentages are 

likely to change in future years, partly 

because none of the plants in 2012 

were dormant (because we wouldn’t have found them!), while 30% of the known plants were 

dormant in 2013. Until January 2014 and beyond, we know nothing about when or if dormant plants 

re-emerge in future years. 

Thanks to the tenacious Robin Garnett and Betty Hay for all the detailed work on this transect in 2012.  

Figure 7  Belinda Colson measuring a leaf of Prasophyllum 
crebriflorum Photo Robin Garnett 

Figure 8  Betty Hay keeping careful records Photo Robin Garnett 
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Vale of Belvoir: Alpine grassland species monitoring, 26 and 27 January 
Viv Muller 

Our regular monitoring effort at the 

Vale was continued this year, with 

ten enthusiastic volunteers under the 

guidance of the Tasmanian Land 

Conservancy’s Denna Kingdom. 

Cradle Coast NRM again funded our 

accommodation for the weekend. 

Saturday was spent re-scoring the 

transects on the wildflower hill, which 

are providing information on 

fluctuations in the population of  

 

 

Leucochrysum albicans var. tricolour (the endangered 

grasslands paper daisy). On Saturday evening we all 

enjoyed a convivial barbeque courtesy of Denna and the 

TLC, which fortified us nicely for our Sunday activities.   

Our task for Sunday was to re-score the quadrats set up 

to monitor the ‘vulnerable’ species Stackhousia 

pulvinaris (alpine candles). This was thriving, and it was 

also interesting to see the amount of general regrowth 

present after a planned burn a few months before.  

  

Figure 9  Christine Howells and Phil Collier monitoring Stackhousia 
pulvinaris Photo Robin Garnett 

Figure 11  Stackhousia pulvinaris re-sprouting after the burn Photo Phil 
Collier 

Figure 10  There were many flowers of 
Podocarpus jaceoides at the Vale in 2013 Photo 
Phil Collier 
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Mt Wellington Survey 3 February 
Viv Muller 

This trip to Mt Wellington was very popular, and 

we were fortunate to attract several new 

volunteers on this occasion. We also welcomed 

Mark from Queensland who was in Tasmania on a 

work experience placement for his environmental 

studies.  After our briefing from Richard 

Schahinger, senior botanist with the Threatened 

Species and Marine section of DPIPWE, we 

divided into four groups, each with our own 

search sector. Fortunately the youngest and 

fittest scored the more distant tasks, as the off-

track walking was quite tiring, particularly for 

older/shorter legs.  

Our target species was the endangered Prasophyllum 

amoenum, the dainty leek orchid, originally known 

from Snug Tier. A limited survey had already been 

done on this species on Mt Wellington in 2012 and 

our task was to extend the survey area, and hopefully 

find some more plants. 

The orchid proved quite difficult to spot against the 

background of alpine vegetation, but in spite of the 

difficulties we did find quite a number over a much 

larger area than previously observed. This is a 

significant extension of numbers and area for this 

species. As well as recording numbers and locations 

we also recorded notes on the immediate habitat of 

each plant or group of plants, and found that 

generally the orchid appeared in rocky areas, usually 

in drainage lines, in patches without much coral fern, 

but not necessarily only in cushion plants  

Miena Cider Gum monitoring, 9 February 
Magali Wright 

On a field trip to St Patricks Plains on the 9 February we monitored the outcome of the cage 

modifications undertaken during a TPT field trip in February 2012. Modifications were made to allow 

caged plants to grow taller than the size of the original cages, as a majority of plants that had  

 

Figure 12  Yes there is an orchid here! 

Figure 13  Prasophyllum amoenum on Mt 
Wellington Photo: Peter Fehre  
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reached the top of their cages were being trimmed to this size by 

browsers. During modifications cages were removed from less 

healthy plants and from plants that were too close to their 

neighbours; the spare cages were then attached to the top of the 

retained cages.  One year on, the cage modifications are very 

successful with all plants growing considerably taller than the 

original cage height (Figure 16; average height 135 cm), with no evidence of mammal browsing 

observed. The plants that had their cages removed didn’t fare as well, with evidence of heavy 

mammal browsing (Figure 15; average height 17 cm).   

Five TPT volunteers, joined Steve Joyce, Magali Wright (NRM South) and Peter Harrison (UTAS) to 

map Miena Cider gum seedlings for a larger study that Peter is undertaking  to improve our 

understanding of the limitation to recruitment and establishment in this species. Over one hundred 

seedlings were mapped in two areas fenced to exclude stock access, along with associated 

environmental variables including vegetation cover, soil depth and canopy health of the nearest 

adult Miena Cider Gum. 

Coles Bay weekend, 23–24 February 
Alison Vandenberg & Richard Schahinger 

The aims of the weekend were to look for 3 species, 

Conospermum hookeri, Corunastylis morrisii and 

Haloragis myriocarpa, and to re-score a transect for 

Polyscias sp Douglas-Denison.  

Our search for the vulnerable Conospermum hookeri was 

the first to be recorded post fire in this area and was a 

stand out as it yielded much higher numbers than 

previously recorded. The previous estimate for this 

species here was 2,500 plants but we found a very rich 

site with an estimate of 15,000 plants over a 1.5 hectare 

area. Richard has passed these results on to Parks and is 

hoping to work with them to put in a monitoring regime 

Figure 14  Miena cider gum sapling 1 year after cage removal 

Figure 15  A Miena cider gum sampling 1 
year after cage modification  
Photo: Peter Harrison 

Figure 16 Phytophthora precautions before the 
survey Photo Robin Garnett 
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to see how the population fares over time. Richard will also update the listing strategy for this 

species. 

In contrast, the Corunastylis morrisii 

numbers proved to be comparable with 

previous estimates - 10 plants were 

located in the track margins of the horse 

paddock, and 6 more by Peter Tonelli and 

Malcolm Wells on the following weekend. 

The Halorgaris myriocarpa however were 

completely elusive and were not found at 

the sites where some plants were 

recorded in the past, most probably 

because there has been no disturbance of 

their habitat for so long and it has been 

taken over by coral fern etc. 

 

We also took the opportunity to survey a covenanted 

property on the Friendly Beaches road which revealed a 

population of about 100 plants of Melaleuca pustulata. 

This property has not been surveyed before and the 

results have been passed on to the landowner and the 

private land conservation section of DPIPWE. 

All in all thanks to your efforts more valuable information 

is now available for the management of these species.  

The large group of TPT volunteers didn’t have time to 

rescored the transect for the Polyscias but the next day 

Phil and Robin scrambled to the site and found that a few 

plants on the transect were hanging on but there had 

been no new regeneration. 

Figure 18 One of the few healthy Polyscius plants 
found on the transect. Photo Robin Garnett 

Figure 17  Lining up to count Conospermum hookeri 
Photo Robin Garnett 
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TPT FIELD TRIPS  
2013–14 

 

Threatened Plants Tasmania has an active field trip program over each spring and summer to survey and 

monitor threatened and endangered species. Details of each trip will be sent out about 2 weeks in advance, and 

will also be posted on www.wildcaretas.org.au and www.tpt.org.au. TPT is a Wildcare group. 

The trips are led by expert botanists and any data gathered contributes to improved management and recovery 
of the species. 

This important work can’t be done without the help of volunteers, visit www.tpt.org.au and find out how to 

join, or email president@tpt.org.au. All you need is an interest in learning more about threatened plants; 

experience or qualifications are not necessary. Although we will try not to change any of these dates or 

destinations, it is possible that some trips may be altered due to weather or changing circumstances. 

Date Action Site Species 

June/July† Translocation Pontos Hills near Hobart Hardenbergia violacea 

19-20 Oct 
Survey burnt areas and West 

Head 
Narawntapu NP Millotia muelleri and various 

26 Oct Survey Epping Forest Various 

2-4 Nov 
Survey areas burnt in  

2012 & 2013 
Arthur-Pieman CA Various 

2 Nov 
Survey areas burnt in 

January 2013 
Arthur Highway & 

Pirates Road 
Prasophyllum apoxychilum, Thelymitra 

jonesii, Euphrasia semipicta 

5 Nov Weeding & survey Tunbridge Prasophyllum tunbridgense 

9-10 Nov Survey Waterhouse 
Hibbertia virgata, Xanthorrhoea 

bracteata, ephemerals 

23 Nov Discovery day 
Peter Murrell Reserve, 

Blackmans Bay  
Thelymitra atronitida,  

Thelymitra malvina 

27 Nov 
Survey area burnt in January 
2013 fire & rescore known 

sites 
Queens Domain Hydrocotyle laxiflora 

1 Dec Weeding Amy Street Velleia paradoxa 

7 Dec Weeding and possibly survey Pontville Hibbertia basaltica etc 

14 Dec† Survey Liawenee Moor Leptorhynchos elongatus 

18-19 Jan Re-score transects, quadrats Vale of Belvoir 
Prasophyllum alpinum, Stackhousia 
pulvinaris, Leucochrysum albicans 

20 Jan Monitor Surrey Hills Prasophyllum crebriflorum 

22 Feb Survey Wellington Park Prasophyllum amoenum 

22-23 March 
Survey areas burnt in 

January 2013 and elsewhere 
Coles Bay 

Lobelia rhombifolia, Scaevola aemula, 
Thryptomene micrantha, Corunastylis spp. 

29-30 March Survey Southport Lagoon 
Euphrasia gibbsiae subsp. psilantherea, 

Corunastylis morrisii 

† These trips are unconfirmed; they require collaboration and/or permissions that are currently being sought.  

http://www.wildcaretas.org.au/
http://www.tpt.org.au/
http://www.tpt.org.au/
mailto:president@tpt.org.au
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TPT ORCHID MONITORING 
 2013–14 

 

Threatened Plants Tasmania has an active program of monitoring native orchids over each spring and summer. 
These monitoring trips require a “panel” of interested people who can be called upon at short notice once 
flowering and fruiting dates are known. Further details and a call to register interest will be emailed, and 
posted on www.wildcaretas.org.au and www.tpt.org.au, closer to the time.  
 
This important work can’t be done without the help of volunteers so if you are interested in joining us, visit 

www.wildcaretas.org.au and find out how to join, or email president@tpt.org.au. All you need is an interest in 
learning more about threatened plants: experience or qualifications are not necessary.  
 

Date Action Site Species 

Sept/Oct/Nov Map & rescore transect Milford, near Hobart 
Caladenia saggicola, 

Prasophyllum milfordense 

Late Oct, mid Nov, early 
Dec 

Rescore transect 
Henry Somerset CA, near 

Latrobe 

Caladenia caudata, Caladenia 
tonellii 

November 
Survey including area 
burnt in March 2013 

Peter Murrell Reserve, 
Blackmans Bay 

Thelymitra atronitida, 
Thelymitra malvina 

Late November & early 
December 

Map & rescore transect 
Campbell Town Golf 

Course 
Prasophyllum olidum 

TPT is a Wildcare group. 

http://www.wildcaretas.org.au/
mailto:president@tpt.org.au
mailto:president@tpt.org.au

